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Quantitative EEG (QEEG) predicts relapse in patients with chronic alcoholism
A combined statistical and neural network approach
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Abstract: This paper describes the application of
quantitative EEG for the discrimination of relapse and
abstinent chronic alcoholics. Used EEG parameters are
power spectra and Hjorth's parameters. The separation
has been done using statistics and artificial neural
networks (ANN) in combination with genetic algorithms.
The study compares furthermore the different
performance of statistics and ANN using an identical data
set.

artificial neural network approach (feed forward net) with
one hidden layer. The formal criteria for the ANN approach
were not well suited because of the large number of
potential network inputs compared to the number of datasets to be used

for training.

Therefore various selection schema's for the network
inputs had been applied to increase the generalisation
ability on the independet test-set: Subsets of electrodes,

frequency bands

In

and aperiodic features

(Hjorth's

parameters, correlation dimension) had been chosen based
on medical considerations. Furthermore, genetic algorithms

OBJECTIVES

clarifying the potential use

of

QEEG for the

prediction of relapse, we investigated 29 abstainers and 49

were used to build sub-optimal input sets and network
topologies regarding the generalisation.

relapsers.

RESULTS
METHODS
Electrode positions were used according to the 10120
system. The time constant was 0.3s, a 70 Hz low-pass filter

Independent testing of the discriminant function (5
variable model), gained from the first groups of relapsers
and abstainers, resulted in an overall correct classification

was used. The signals had been recorded with 167 Hz
sampling rate. One representative 30 s artefact-free EEGsegment was analysed of each patient. For quantitative

of

analysis (pre-processing) we chose spectral as well as
Hjorth's parameters and the correlation dimension of

relapsers.

Grossberger-Proccacia. Spectral values: Power within the
bands ö(0.5-5.5H2), 0(6.0-8.0H2), cr(8.5-l2Hz), Pl(12.5-

18Hz), P3(21-30H2) for all 19 electrodes. Hjorth's
parameter: Mobility (mean frequency), variability of
activity (amplitude), complexity (frequency) were used for
the bipolar pairs: F3-F7, F4-F8, P3-Ol,P4-O2, T3-P3, T4P4

On (approximated F-test for Wilk's lambda) with
random and stepwise introduction of variables, first
comparing 24 relapsers and 14 abstainers. Afterwards, the
best fitting discriminant function was applied the remaining
25 relapsers and

750Ä (sensitivity: 960Ä, specifity: 40%) and especially
showed a decreased absolute frontocentral alpha;activity

and an increased left frontal correlation dimension in

The direct neural network approach (medical motivated

input selection) increased the overall correct classification
rate to 80% for the independent test-set but with a different
sensitivity/specifity relation. The additional application of

genetic algorithms helps significantly

to

reduce the

problems of selecting useful network inputs in bad formal

data conditions. Thus, a further improvement of the
classification results was possible, although the required
computing power for this approach was considerably
higher than for the linear statistics.

SUMMARY & DISCUSSION

l5 abstainers.

All 78 subjects are unmedicated chronic alcoholics
(mean age 43.3+9.2), where the definition of relapse was a
minimum consumption of 50mg alcohol within 3 months
after discharge.

For comparison, we compared the 2x2 groups with an

QEEG in combination with linear statistics (discriminant
function analysis) comparing relapsers and abstainers proved

to be extremely sensitive but showed little

specifity.

However, classification results are as good or better than

methods using psychosocial variables, event-related
potentials or polysomnographic variables). QEEG in
combination with neural networks (using linear and nonlinear

interactions between variables) significantly
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enhances
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classification power.

Linear statistics reveals that EEG's of relapsers show
distributed alterations (low voltage EEG) with frontal and
temporal accentuation (alterations that are found more or less
in all chronic alcoholics). Selected subsets for neural
networks with good generalisation results (chosen explicitly
or by the means of the genetic algorithm) show often
different preferences which can explain the different

sensitivity/specifity behaviour between

ANN and

linear

statistics.

Thus, the specific preferences for the alterations in QEEG
for both classification methods might serye as model for the
search of new anti-craving substances, e.g. opposing alpha
decrease (linear model) which indicates relapse.
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